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The dark web scanner employs a unique algorithm that
allows you to search for occurrences of your passwords or
email addresses in databases that have been stolen by
hackers and are being bought and sold on the dark web.

✓

✓

Login Encryption &
Password Vault

This feature lets you scan your Device for traceable login
credentials you have used with websites, portals, or service
providers and then encrypt those passwords and store them
in a vault for safekeeping.

✓

Personal Profile
Protection

The personal profile protection feature helps limit
identifying information that could be stolen from your
Device by making it easy to find and delete all the user
profiles (phone numbers, email addresses, mailing addresses,
credit card information, etc.) that are stored on your Device
in connection with “auto-fill” functions.

Ad Blocker

Enabling this feature blocks both static and dynamic banner
ads, making your browsing experience more efficient and
enjoyable by allowing you to surf the web without annoying
flashing banners and distracting ads.

What it is

How it protects you

Virtual Private
Network (VPN)

The VPN feature provides online privacy by allowing you to
connect to a VPN server so you can mask your IP address
and send your internet data through a secure encrypted
tunnel established between you and your endpoint so that
you can keep your internet activity and location private.
Please note that some countries and companies block the
use of VPNs.

Antivirus

IDSeal Antivirus offers protection from malicious programs
that threaten personal computers and Android mobile
devices that meet the Minimum System Requirements.
IDSeal Antivirus utilizes active protection mechanisms that
monitor, block, and alert when a threat is detected. Harmful
incoming emails are blocked and quarantined and your
computer can be automatically scanned for threats on a
defined schedule. Easy to install and use, IDSeal Antivirus
also includes extra tools and features such as a history
cleaner and start-up manager to help keep your computer
protected and operating efficiently.

Dark Web Scanner

Safe Browsing/ RealTime Protection and
Alerts

This feature gives you confidence to browse the web freely
by warning you when you encounter unsafe websites that
could expose you to malware, spyware, viruses, and other
malicious scripts and monitoring your Device for phishing
attempts, blocking them in real time, and alerting you.
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The tracking blocker feature works to block tracking records
that include your personal digital information that can be
used by third parties and hackers.
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Digital Fingerprint
Scrambler

This feature takes the data a website collects behind-thescenes and uses to identify your Device, known as your
“digital fingerprint”, and scrambles it either automatically or
on-demand, creating a fake digital fingerprint in its place so
websites won't be able to track your personal browsing
patterns.

Browsing Tracks
Scanner and Cleaner

This feature allows you to deep clean your Device by
removing browsing records, cookies, and other items that
track your browsing patterns so that you can proactively
reduce the chances of those credentials being stored and
abused. The set-and-forget setting lets you automatically
block cookies that are suspected of being privacy-risking or
malicious.

Sensitive Document
Detection

The sensitive document detection feature locates
documents on your Devices that may contain sensitive
information such as bank account or credit card numbers
and other personally identifying information.

✓

Encrypted
Documents Vault

Store sensitive documents using the encrypted documents
vault feature so that they are safeguarded in one secured
location, both encrypted and masked, as protection against
your information being found and abused.

✓

Webcam &
Microphone Blocker

This feature allows you to digitally block malicious attempts
to access your Device’s camera and microphone by third
parties that may try to eavesdrop or peep into your personal
life.

✓

Privacy Advisor

The privacy advisor feature evaluates the permissions on
your Device, categorizes them by risk level, and makes
recommendations regarding these settings to improve
privacy. This feature is only available on Android devices.
IDSeal Cloud Backup is a storage and recovery solution that
allows you to backup data on a secure remote server and
restore that data to the original location or to an alternate
Device from anywhere with an internet connection.

IDSeal Cloud Backup
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